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The breaker manhwa characters

BreakerCover of The Breaker Volume 1 published by Daewon C.I. Featuring Han Chun-woo브-D커 (Beureikeo), GenreMartial Art, Theatre AuthorJeon Geuk-jinIllustratorPark Jin-hwanPublisherDaewon C.I.MagazineYoung Original run2007 – 2010Collectedumevols10 The Breaker New WavesSequel The Breaker (Korea: 브커 RR: Beureikeo) is a South
Korean manhwa series written by Jeon Geuk-jin and illustrat커 브ed by Park Jin-hwan under the pen name Kamaro Breakers was serialized in Daiwon C.I.'s Young Champ magazine between June 2007 and July 2010. The story follows Shiwoon Yi, a shy high school student who became a disciple to Chunwoo Han, an antagonist martial artist with a secret
martial arts society known as Murim Breakers, having been translated outside Korea into other languages such as French, German, Italian, Russian and Polish plot Chunwoo Han Struggle, who earned the title of nine dragon art from Murim, a secret martial arts society that exists in harmony with modern society. Murim's government is a martial arts alliance
that embodies Chunwoo's hatred by killing his martial arts teacher. At present, Chunwoo Han is transferred to a fictional school in Seoul for a mission given to him by the Black Forest Defense Group, an anti-government group that opposes martial arts alliances. In doing so, Shiwoon is no longer considered part of Murim and is legally protected by a fighting
artist seeking revenge in Chunwoo through Shiwoon. The sequel, The Breaker: The New Wave continues with Shiwoon, who rejected his position as head of the Sunwoo clan, meanwhile, the martial arts alliance is losing control around the world, and the new group, the acronym SUC, began to terrorize regular citizens under the name of nine shiwoon dragon
art, familiarize himself with Sera Kang, who organized several events and successfully restored Shiwoon's Qi Center after learning about the existence of SUC Shiwoon, edited to destroy them, to destroy his teacher's name. Shiwoon Yi's character (이cumshot운; I Siun) Shiwoon is a weak and cowardly boy who is. After meeting With Chunwoo Han and
learning that he can't rely too much on others, Shiwoon began to improve himself, becoming more settled with his sense of justice, to fix the weak Qi of his body, Shiwoon took one moon divine (이, I[100; Ilmolsindan),) Shiwoon was revealed as a martial arts genius because he could learn tricks quickly. He teaches heavenly techniques and the black world
(Cumshot천; Hyuncheon Ji-gon) by Chun Woo. During the course of the series Shiwoon was instated as head of the Sunwoo clan; his Qi center was destroyed in The Breaker, which prevented him from doing martial arts, but was repaired in the range of new waves천. He earned nine dragon art titles in the Murim competition after defeating other art dragons
because of his triumph, his teacher, Unwol (800; Eun-wool) was killed by a martial arts partner. He joined the Black Forest Defense Group as he intends to destroy the martial arts alliance to avenge his boss. He entered Shiwoon Yi's school to infiltrate Seoul on a mission and was touched by the conviction of Shiwon, a martial arts instructor, for a month
before leaving Seoul. His lover Shiholi was killed by a martial arts partner for his hatred. 소설; Soseol was the former head of the Sun Woo family. She was captured by a martial arts alliance to control the Sunwoo clan, which gained equal political power to them. She was a teenager, but had a child's appearance because she was born with nine yin body
types. Chun Woo and the Black Forest Defense Group freed her from her captivity, where she met Chi-woon and developed an interest in him. She gave Shiwoon a Phoenix medal, essentially making him the head of the Sunwoo family재; Gwon Jaegyu, a senior fellow at the Sun woo family. He was a grandfather and ruler of China after the death of her
mother. Initially, he intended to deal with Shiwoon to rule and restore the Sun-Woo clan, but came to change of heart after seeing Shiwoon's conviction during the battle to protect Jini Jang-gil Jon (1999; Jon Jong-gil), an elder of Sunwoo, and grandfather shaped to Shi'an during the battle against Shiwon's SUC범. His skills earned him the Title of the Red
South. He's acting as Chio's mentor in the new wave. Gwon Jini is the granddaughter of Jaekyu, the elder of the Sun Woo family. She was Chinown's bodyguard and became fascinated with him as the story progressed. Hail Kang (이cum gang) is a member of the Sun Woo family. Alliance Martial Arts Chief Alliance Breaks are not referred to by name. He
killed Chun Woo's teacher. His desire for black heaven and earth techniques caused him to lose his position after he tried to take hostages to convince Chun Woo to teach him tricks. Gang Seong is a fighting artist who stops the third dragon art rank out of respect for martial arts partners. He became the head of the alliance after the events of The Breaker,
So Chun Hyuk (혁소천; Hyeok Socheon), the head of the heavenly school. He was a protester who was touched by Chiwon's conviction. Ma Mungi is the leader of the Torrent family, which is affiliated with the Martial Arts Alliance. His tribe is in charge of keeping Sosol captive. When he was about to be killed by Chunwoo Shiwoon, saving his life, Mungi swore
loyalty to Chi-woon. He is known as the Northern Black Star because of his skills, Jaemyung Cho is head of The Iron Fist School, a school that specializes in physical strength and defense. He was killed by Chun Woo during the Breakers incident. Won Jae-hyun is the head of One Moon School, a medically adept school. He had one side of love for Shiho and
tried to bring her back from the dead in a new wave. She sympathizes with Chun Woo's hatred for martial arts partners. The Soldiers under Command (SUC) Chang ho (Chang Ho) is a thug of Shiaw and very violent. When Chang-ho tries to rape Sehe Chi-won, he frightens, feels intimidated, Chang-ho brings a weapon to school and tries to kill him. He was
expelled from the school after that. In New Wave, he was trained by the SUC and failed to kill Shiwoon again. Jeong Chan-hyuk (혁천; Hyeok Jeong Cheon) is the SUC commander, his right-hand man is J. Gal (갈), all five captains are: Yong Hyun-yan (양; Yang Yong Hyun), code named Cool Guy. She dressed in gothic lolita and was a cruel fighter, for
unknown reasons she panicked if the scars under her makeup were exposed. Haru Code is a thousand faces, she's good at disguise and can adjust her skin and bones. Kwonyoung Code Name Bloodstream He is known in Murim as a western white star; He knew how to use black heaven and earth techniques while he was a disciple before Chun Woo. The
other character, Sehee (1999), is a childhood friend of Chew.... She doesn't realize that Chew and The World are moom and live as a normal high school girl, Shiholy (I'm Siho) is a killer who uses her charm for her mission. She came from a skill school, a heavenly girl, and excelled at She was killed during the events of The Breaker and put into a halt by
Wonjae in a new wave. Serakan (1999) is the head of the Millyang family after her grandfather was killed by Chun Woo. She held an event involving Chi-won to strengthen her position as head of the Millyang family. She later became an ally with Shiwoon and helped him rebuild his Qi center. She has feelings for Chi-won. 건 Yu Jigeon is a prophecy from the
Strong Dragon School, which excels in sword techniques. He moved to Chioong's school during Sera's plan to strengthen her position as head and fight with Chi-ong in her blink of an eye. Jigun aims to destroy SUC for unknown reasons. The Breaker was released in Daiwon C.I.'s Young Champ magazine between June 1, 2007 and July 20, 2010. [2] The
sequel The Breaker: New Waves is serialized in daum communications's online comic portal, starting in 2010, the breaker has been translated into other languages such as French, Italian, Russian and Polish. In the next volume, manga news praised the action and the rise of the story. [8] Animeland agreed and praised the series for its extraordinary action
scenes. Reference ^ Young Champion (in Korean) 2007 (11). Reference journal requires |journal= (Help) ^ Young Champ (in Korean) 2010 (15). Journal = (Help) ^ The Breaker tome 1 (French) Booken Manga queried on July 8, 2013..pl ^ Круцитель (in Russian) Chart representing queries on July 8, 2013. 2013 ^ Tiangun Review The Breaker Volume 2
(French) Manga-Volume 2 (French) Manga-.com 2013 Review The Breaker Volume 2 (French) Manga-News.com 2013 Review The Breaker Volume 2 (French) Land.com .com 2013 Review The Breaker Volume 2 (French) .com 2013 Review The Breaker Volume 2 (French) .com Link outside the official website Breaker Official Website The Breaker: The
official website of the new Waves pulled from title=The_Breaker_(manhwa)/oldid=904222 34299
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